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From the Editor's Desk

y family took the hour drive to see the poppies near Lake
Elsinore three times in one week last month. We battled
rain and traffic to do it. If the poppies were to stay, we'd
do it again at least once every month.
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Each time we approached the hills overflowing in brilliant
oranges, majestic purples, and incandescent greens and yellows, I
felt my breath catch and then release slowly. For me, it was better
than yoga and cheaper than a spa vacation.

The beauty of creating personal retreat and renewal is that it
doesn't need to be expensive, complicated, or
popular. It just needs to be right for you!
Perhaps you'll find some inspiration for your own
retreat and renewal in this issue of The Epistle. You
might join a service organization like the Morans (pg.
3) or participate in a learning retreat, like the Stivens
(pg. 6). Perhaps the retreat you need comes in the
form of simply listening and slowing down to address
your mental health (pg. 9). Maybe, like Matt Bosse
and Joe Mosca, you would like some space to renew
your wedding vows (pg. 5) or, like the clergy who will
assemble at St. Andrew's April 16th, you want to
renew your spiritual or professional vows (pg. 4).
We, as a congregation, are lucky to journey alongside
Mother Brenda as she embarks upon her sabbatical
and we participate in our accompanying renewal
program (pg. 7). Stay tuned for more details about
corresponding events here at St. Andrew's—such as
the movie nights planned for May and June.

The poppies near
Lake Elsinore in March

While you're considering your calendar, check out the many activities we have to offer at St.
Andrew's on page 11 and on the calendar on the back page—such as Holy Week liturgies and
an important event to support our youth!

Renewing Vows:
The Bosse Mosca Family
PAGE 5

Stiven on Sabbaticals
PAGE 6

Music Notes
PAGE 7

FACE Update
PAGE 7
Bob and Pat Moran at the Arches in Utah and in Alaska (read more about them on pg. 3)
The St. Andrew's Epistle is published bi-monthly. If you have a story that incorporates your faith
journey you'd like to share, or you'd like to advertise your business in The Epistle, contact Paula at
news@standrewsepiscopal.org.
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A Greeting from the Rector*

D

Dear Siblings in Christ,

What if you became a five-minute artist? That’s the
question posed by the author of a book I read several years
ago (so long ago, I don’t recall the title). The line of thinking
was that most of us logically understand we are better
functioning human beings when we incorporate activities that
involve our creativity, allow us to rest, and provide
rejuvenation. Scripture reinforces this idea; for example,
Psalm 23:2-3 says, “God makes me lie down in green pastures
and leads me beside still waters; God restores my soul.”

The reality, however, is that most of us can’t carve out several hours a week for renewal, so
the author asks, “What if you became a five-minute artist?” The question challenges us to
find a few minutes here and there, in the midst of our busy lives, for renewal. Of course,
prayer and meditation are good places to start.

April 28th will mark the beginning of a very
intentional Clergy and Congregational Renewal
program here at St. Andrew’s. One component of the
Lilly Foundation-sponsored program is designed to
ensure clergy, who are due sabbatical time, find ways
of completely disengaging from church duties for a
12-week period by providing funding for rest, travel,
and study. The second component funds activities
that offer the congregation renewal opportunities (see
more about the schedule on p. 8, and about leadership
coverage in the Sr. Warden column).

...most of us logically
understand we are better
functioning human
beings when we
incorporate activities that
involve our creativity,
allow us to rest, and
provide rejuvenation.

As I embark on my extended Sabbath, I am trying my best to overcome my own feelings
of guilt and sense of privilege. I’m guessing you feel the same way when you take time
away from family to recharge yourself. And yet, I am reminded that even Jesus went away
to pray and rest, knowing he could serve no one without taking care of his own need to
recharge.
So how about you? What recharges, rejuvenates, and renews you? How might you
become a five-minute artist, pianist, hiker, sun-bather, surfer, etc.?
Let’s pray for each other—that we will all find a deeper connection with God during this
time of renewal. Know that I’m deeply grateful for our shared ministry, and look forward
to the wonderful surprises I know this time of renewal will bring our community!
In Christ’s joy,

The Rev. Brenda Sol, Rector
*The rector is the spiritual leader and
head pastor of the congregation,
working in conjunction with the vestry
to carry out the mission and vision of
the parish.

Sending Sunday:
April 29
Join us during worship as we prayerfully
send Mother Brenda off to her
sabbatical. Those attending the
Women's Retreat will share in the
sending from their Retreat Center.
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Schedules
SUNDAY SCHEDULE
WORSHIP
8:00 am
Holy Eucharist—Rite I
10:00 am
Choral Eucharist—Rite II

EDUCATION
9:00 am
The Great Conversation
(Adult Education)
10:00 am (most Sundays):
Sunday School
2nd & 4th Sundays:
10:00 am: Youth Service
COMMUNITY
11:15 am: Coffee Hour
OFFICE HOURS
Monday–Thursday
9:00 am–3:00 pm

Appointments are suggested for
office or home visits.
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Retreat & Renewal:
How Bob & Pat Moran Do Both for Themselves & Others

H

BY GIGI MILLER

ave you ever tried solving a
Cheryl, and their three sons are in the
vexing problem—the art project
Bay Area. Bob’s work in engineering and
won’t come together, the part to
environmental regulations has taken
them around the world, from Saudi
the water heater doesn’t fit, the code
Arabia to the Bay Area, and Pat
keeps breaking, your Lamborghini
“reinvented myself when we moved,
attracts too much attention (hey, a girl
depending on what was available in our
can dream…), the words don’t make
newest home.” Pat worked in
sense no matter how many ways you
administrative positions but found
shuffle them around? No matter what
volunteering in open space preservation,
you do, you can’t quite get to a
as president of a foundation, and a
solution. And everything—from your
member of a Parks and Recreation
office mate’s humming to the dog’s
Commission, “much more interesting.”
whining to that pesky overhead light
Bob
and
Pat
Moran
Pat also served as a lay hospital chaplain.
that keep flickering—gets On Your
Every Last Nerve. When that happens to me, I know it’s
time to take a walk (or a nap!) and get my head “out of the
When they retired, Pat and Bob moved to Encinitas to be
game.” And when I least expect it—sometimes while
near Laura and her family; Laura encouraged them to
brushing my teeth—the answer appears as if by magic.
“check out St. Andrew’s.” Fortunately they heeded her
Sometimes, a mini retreat leads to a mini renewal of
advice and found our spiritual community to be “a good
purpose.
fit.” They especially appreciate the opportunities for family
involvement and the “emphasis on caring for others.”
Mystics and prophets often retreated from the busyness of
Besides helping out with the Food Pantry, both Pat and
the world to reorient their hearts to God’s deepest desires.
Bob have served on the Vestry, tend the community
Pat and Bob Moran align themselves with their spiritual
garden, and Pat is a member of the Worship and Liturgy
foundation through their involvement as lay associates of
Committee and our wonderful choir. These are folks who
the Sisters of the Holy Family (SHF), a Roman Catholic
clearly delight in giving of themselves.
religious order founded in San Francisco around the time
of the Gold Rush. As Pat explains, the SHF charism* “is to
In fact, it was through Pat’s volunteer efforts that the
seek out and advocate for the poor and needy, especially
couple discovered SHF about 20 years ago. Living in the
families, for the kingdom of God.” Each sister and
Bay Area, Pat and Bob attended their local Catholic church,
associate in the order chooses a focus of ministry that
and, while registering Laura and Mark for Sunday school,
furthers the charism*—for example, one might assist
Pat was approached by Sister Mercedes to become a
victims of human trafficking, while another might help
catechist, a person who guides others in understanding
refugees learn to speak English and adapt to their new
faith. Specifically, Sister Mercedes needed someone to
homeland. Pat says “Where you’re called, you go.”
reach out to parents and children who were “out of sync”
with the Catholic community. The SHF in California were
Pat and Bob grew up in St. Louis, Missouri and met each
originally called to minister to women and children left
other at a Catholic Youth Council dance the summer
behind by men who went off to seek their fortune in the
between their sophomore and junior years in high school.
Gold Rush; they continue to support families to this day.
Sparks flew, and the couple have been married for 48
years in August! Along the way, they found time to have
When the Morans moved to Texas, Pat “filled the same
two children, five grandsons, and one granddaughter.
hole” for the SHF in that area. She held classes with
Daughter Laura, her husband Brent, and their daughter
families to help them become active again in the Catholic
and two boys live next door to Pat and Bob in Encinitas
community, finding the question and answer period the
and are members of St. Andrew’s. Mark and his wife,
most important part of the class. Pat humbly says “It’s not
continued on page 10

*charism: an extraordinary power (as of healing) given a
Christian by the Holy Spirit for the good of the church

Sometimes, a mini retreat leads to a mini renewal of purpose.
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Go Ahead and Have a Break Already
BY REV. RICHARD HOGUE

am sure there is a long and worthwhile history of
why priests renew their vows on Holy Week. I don’t
know it. I’m sure there’s a well-reasoned and
insightful theology behind it. I don’t know that either. But I
can write about the way it feels to me and why I find it so
important.
Without trying to turn this into a cry for sympathy: ministry
can be extremely difficult. Lay or ordained, people who spend
a huge amount of their time working to build up their
communities of faith can easily be drained: “this isn’t
moving fast enough,” “why aren’t more people coming,”
where will get the funds to do this?” All of these big and little
hurdles can mount up. The reason why they seem to mount
up so quickly, for any faith leader, is precisely because we do
it for whatever conception of God we have, be it God in the
community or in the world. We want our holy people and
places to be sumptuously wrapped in divine care and love.
We want to be affirmed that we’re doing the right thing for
the right reason.
Retreat and renewal isn’t just about going away for a time,
it’s not just about vacation. Retreat and renewal are things
Jesus constantly engaged in. If God incarnate got tired of the
daily grind for the beloved people, how much more quickly
do we find ourselves to be fatigued? Jesus took a nap on the
boat he shared with his disciples for crying out loud—
literally! He was constantly looking for places to rest, because
he was so engaged with the world around him. God gets tired.
We get tired.

D
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Clergy renewals happen the Tuesday of Holy Week. I
think it happens then for two reasons: One, there’s
usually not too much happening that particular day of
Holy Week (except maddening last minute liturgical
preparation and sermon writing—no biggie). Two, Holy
Week is a time we remember the endpoint of Jesus’
own ministry prior to the resurrection. It’s the
preparation for the unthinkable; it’s the dark night
before a glorious dawn.
This is something all Christian faith leaders throw
themselves into—not because we’re trying to be Jesus (I
don’t know anyone who wants to be crucified; if you
do, ask them to seek help!), but because we know that
God is calling for the world itself to be renewed. That’s
what the resurrection is all about. It’s the reimagining
of a tired, hungry, desperate world. It’s the
reinvigoration of things we thought were dead.
If you need to, retreat. It’s not like the hurdles of life
are going to disappear just because you take time to
breathe. But you don’t have to grind yourself down by
constantly throwing yourself at them either. Jesus
knew that. Take your time for your own miniresurrection. You may find a brighter light behind all of
the troubles you see now. Retreat and be renewed.
That’s how God did it, and so can you.

"God gets tired. We get tired."

Serving as a Model

uring our visioning process last year, we imagined that we
would become a model for other churches. We struggled,
though, to communicate that goal with humility, and eventually
decided to omit the idea in our documentation. As time has passed,
however, our commitment to ecumenism and community
collaboration is being recognized out in the world—at least at the
diocesan level.
For instance, the bishop’s office invited us to serve as the host site
for the annual joint Episcopal/Lutheran Clergy Renewal of Vows
liturgy and lunch during Holy Week. As part of the gathering on
April 16, the clergy, Youth Director, and youth of Bethlehem
Lutheran and St. Andrew’s will describe the success of our shared
ministries including Summer Service trips, the Showers of Blessings
program, and the Saturday Community Breakfast. Other
participants in those programs will also be highlighted including the
Encinitas Coastal Rotary Club, Boy Scouts Troop 777, San
Dieguito United Methodist Church, Calvary Lutheran, and St.
Patrick’s Catholic Church.
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Our current Vestry: Harry Heyligers, Jr. Warden, Jenna Duston, Jim
McLennan, Sr. Warden, Hope Mitchem, Treasurer, Pete Martin,
Gigi Miller, Marc Graham, Rev. Brenda Sol, Lark Diaz , David
Hankins, Rebecca Gantzer, Clerk, Wes Lavender, Rev. Richard
Hogue (not pictured: Karen Johnson)
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Exploring How God Accompanies
us in the Messiness of Life

T

BY CONSTANCE MITHELMAN, YOUTH DIRECTOR

wenty high school students attended the High School
Winter Retreat at Luther Glen Camp in February. The
theme of the weekend was Messy Faith and we talked about
about how God accompanies each of us as we venture through
the messy parts of our hearts and lives without abandoning us.
Youth today are constantly being preached at that they need
to look a certain way, wear certain clothes, take certain
classes, achieve certain scores, attend certain colleges and
universities, and not if, but when, they don’t achieve
perfection, believe their worthiness diminishes. One of my
favorite quotes of the weekend was, “God comes and sits in
the mud with us.” I believe all of us need to be reminded that
God doesn’t love us despite our flaws, but rather, because of
them.

Love without Borders:

Summer Service Trip 2019

BY CONSTANCE MITHELMAN, YOUTH DIRECTOR

O

ur high school students will be traveling to Las Cruces,
New Mexico to do some accompaniment work with the
migrant community there for our Summer Service Trip,
August 3rd-10th.
We will be partnering with Border Servant Corps, an
organization that serves the border communities nearby, while
also creating opportunities for groups to hear and learn firsthand about the issues surrounding the border. We will have the
opportunity to help prepare a local church to host migrants,
talk to an immigration lawyer, talk with Border Patrol, as well
as, talking with our brothers and sisters in Christ through the
“fence.” The church where we will be staying is about
equidistant from the border fence as St. Andrew’s is to the
border fence here.
My intent is that this trip will begin to put a face and story to
our brothers and sisters in Christ, not so different from
ourselves, who just happen to live 45 minutes south of
Encinitas. I believe this will help us embody the belief that
God’s love has no borders.

Contance with the youth at this year's Winter Retreat

Renewing Vows
BY MATTHEW BOSSE

This October marks a very special moment for Joe and me since
it was 15 years ago that we said “I do” in front of our family and
friends in the backyard of our home in Sherman Oaks,
California. We realize that anniversary celebrations are
sometimes reserved for those married 25 years, 30 years, 50
years, etc. But is 15 years a reason to celebrate? We began to
reflect upon our lives and our journeys over the past 15 years as
a married couple and as Christians.
At first, as we reflected upon those early days, we began to
romanticize about how things used to be: the freedom to do
whatever we wanted, the ability to eat whatever burrito, pizza,
or burger we wanted and still stay relatively fit, and the joy of a
quiet and clean home. We could also be "Christians" with as
little effort as it took to keep our bodies fit and our house clean.
We were different people back then for sure, before the
wrinkles set in, before the noisemakers were born, before our
lives were no longer our own. It is easy to focus on our
imperfections now and to long for those feelings of youth and
independence, as we look at our aging bodies, our messy home,
and our hectic schedules.
However, with deeper reflection, we realized these
imperfections have meaning and value, and we celebrate the
imperfections. They represent the hard work we’ve put into our
careers, late nights on call, walking door-to-door for a spot on
the City Council, studying late nights for state board exams.
More than that, they represent the gift of parenting that has
been bestowed upon us, and all that goes along with it: the long
nights of newborn feedings, the worrying over sick kids, the
last-minute school projects, etc. Really though, the
imperfections are markers of immeasurable joy and happiness
that our life with two little boys bring to us. We embrace our
wrinkles, we celebrate them at 15 years, and we can’t wait for
more.
Much like our bodies, our messy and noisy home is not perfect.
However, it provides shelter over our happy times, our sad
times, our nightly dinners, our world-famous Sunday Funday

The Bosse Mosca Family

continued on pg. 10
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Retreats & Sabbaticals – A Way to Renewal and Growth
BY JIM STIVEN

e all live very busy lives, full of responsibilities and
demands, as well as pleasure and satisfaction. The trick is
both to find some balance, and to take time for yourself.
Remember, on the seventh day, God rested. One of the workshops, led
by Cathy Warner, director of Camp Stevens, at the Diocesan
Leadership Academy in February was about the importance of rest,
one of the seven pillars of Bishop Curry’s “Way of Love.” So, this
article is to highlight the value of taking time to go on Retreat, for
yourself and for spiritual renewal, as well as, if you have the
opportunity, taking a sabbatical.
On the retreat side of things, two events have been important sources
of renewal, both spiritual and temporal for my wife Kathleen and me.
The first was Cursillo. We made our Cursillos back in the early 1970’s
in the Catholic Church. Cursillo means, in Spanish, “a short course,”
that is, a short course in Christianity. It is both a retreat and a
workshop, a getaway weekend at a retreat camp with a group of other
Christians, where you have structured and unstructured time to build
community, pray, meditate, and learn. For us, the retreat weekend,
and the other Cursillos which we “worked” as team members, were a
great source of spiritual renewal and a deepening of our faith. The
Episcopal Church in San Diego started the Cursillo movement in the
late 1970’s, based roughly on the Catholic model, and now offer two
weekend retreats each year at a camp in Pine Valley. What a great way
to get away from your normal routine and strengthen your faith and
relationship with Christ along the way.
A second valuable retreat experience for Kathleen has been the St.
Andrew’s Women’s Retreat held in May each year at the Retreat
Center in Temecula. Kathleen has enjoyed several of these retreats.
She has found them a good opportunity for time away, an opportunity
for focused prayer and meditation, as well as building bonds of
friendship with other women in the parish, in a shared spiritual
experience. She comes home refreshed and inspired, and has
expanded her circle of meaningful friendships at St. Andrew’s.
Our St. Andrew’s Vestry makes a retreat every year in February, most
recently at the Mission San Luis Rey in Oceanside, not only to do
important work and planning, but also to have time for prayer, quiet
meditation, and to form stronger bonds amongst the members of the
Vestry. Kathleen and I have both benefited from participating in
those retreats. The Diocesan staff has a Retreat Day every year to
renew themselves spiritually, to do strategic planning, and to cement
strong working relationships. I enjoyed participating in such a retreat
in January 2018, during my tenure as President of the Diocesan
Standing Committee, and saw the fruits of that time together as we
helped support the bishop search and election.
Back in the late 1980’s, we were most fortunate to be able to take
advantage of a generous Sabbatical leave program offered by the law
firm where I was working. I had been practicing law with the firm for
about a dozen years when the firm management decided it was
important for partners in the firm, after seven or more years as a
partner, to take a block of time off from work to renew, refresh and, for
a time, relieve themselves of the pressures of full-time law practice.
This sabbatical program, unlike those more common in the academic
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world, did not carry a requirement of study or research or
writing. There were no requirements, other than a
commitment to return to the firm with renewed energy and
dedication.
So, in the early summer of 1986, having doled my clients off
to other partners, and ensuring all obligations were covered,
Kathleen and I took off for a nine and a half month excursion
that took us around the world. Our youngest daughter, Juliet,
16 at the time (now 48), joined us on our trip to Europe,
traveling six weeks visiting Germany, Hungary, Italy,
Switzerland, and ending in Paris. We rented an apartment in
the 16th arrondissement in Paris and made it our home for
six months. Juliet spent the first semester of her Junior year
in high school at the American School of Paris. Kathleen and I
were citizens of the City of Light. We shopped and studied
French and walked a lot and visited 33 museums in the
environs of Paris. We toured Normandy and Brittany and the
Loire Valley. We had Christmas in Paris, and it even snowed.
After the holidays, we put Juliet on a plane back home, and
starting in February, we took an eight week one-way journey
around the world, with stops in Egypt, India, Thailand,
Singapore, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Japan and then back to
San Diego, and a return to Paris in September—a once in a
lifetime experience.
The joys of sabbatical were multifold. We were intimately
exposed to a new culture, and a new language. I, as a
professional person, was able to separate from the everyday
demands of my profession, and focus on a broader spectrum
of interests. I was able to relax and manage my own time.
Although I did not have a formal course of study, I did learn a
new language and appreciation for a different way of life.
Both Kathleen and I returned from sabbatical refreshed and
energized. Within four months of returning, we sold our
house in University City and moved to Cardiff! I returned to
the practice of law, almost without missing a beat, and
continued my practice as a trial lawyer for another 10 years
before being appointed to the Bench. We are forever grateful
for having had this wonderful opportunity.
As Mother Brenda prepares to embark on her Sabbatical, we
wish her all the best in her planning and doing, and know she
will cherish the experience. We know she has planned a
diverse itinerary, which includes wonderful locations combined with study, writing, retreat and lots of personal
time. We know, from our own experiences, and that of others,
she will return renewed, refreshed , energized and grateful for
the opportunity. Godspeed Mother Brenda.

She comes home refreshed and inspired, and has expanded
her circle of meaningful friendships at St. Andrew’s.
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Music Notes
BY VIRGINIA SUBLETT, MUSIC DIRECTOR

usic plays a special role in helping us observe the seasons of
the church year. For many people, “it just wouldn’t be
Christmas” without their favorite carols, and contemplative
hymns and service music enhance the symbolic pilgrimage
undertaken during Lent. This year, we will hear and sing a variety of
music from ancient and contemporary sources to mark our journey
through Holy Week to Easter.

On Palm Sunday, following the Liturgy of the Palms, we sing the
joyous hymn “All Glory Laud and Honor,” with a text by Theodulph of
Orleans (d. 821 AD), yet are quickly confronted by the Gospel reading
that recounts the Passion. The music for the remainder of the service
will be appropriately solemn, including the Offertory anthem “Drop,
drop slow tears,” adapted from a hymn by Tudor-era composer
Orlando Gibbons, and a newer setting of “O Sacred Head sore
wounded” by David Hurd, one of the most respected living composers
of Episcopal church music. We leave the church to the stirring strains
of the Negro Spiritual “Ride on, King Jesus.”
On Maundy Thursday, we commemorate the foot washing at the Last
Supper with the Ghanaian folk song “Jesu, Jesu, show us how to love”
and a 20th century hymn, “As in that upper room you left your seat.”
We mark the institution of Communion with the ancient plainsong
“Now my tongue, the mystery telling” (Pange Lingua) before the altar
is stripped.
At the 7 p.m. Good Friday service, we will sing the 19th century hymn
“Go to dark Gethsemane” and the Negro Spiritual “Were you there
when they crucified my Lord,” as well as hear a solo presentation of
the American folk song, “What wondrous love is this, o my soul.”
At the Great Vigil of Easter on Saturday, the service begins with the
kindling of the new fire. After that, the Exsultet will be chanted. One
of the oldest musical settings still in use today, the Exsultet dates from
as early as the 5th century. The readings tell the story of Creation, the
Flood, Israel’s deliverance at the Red Sea, and the gathering of God's
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people. Each reading is paired with an appropriate Psalm,
which we will sing in the familiar Anglican chant version, a
hymn, “Go down Moses,” or a choral setting of the Psalm, in
this case the rousing “Sing a new song unto the Lord” (Psalm
98) by Dan Schutte. As the declaration, “Alleluia! The Lord is
risen” rings through the church three times, the Gloria
returns in a joyous setting by Carl Haywood from Mass for
Grace. Our Sanctus for the Easter season comes from Betty
Carr Pulkingham’s Freedom Mass, based on traditional
African melodies. At the Fraction during the Easter Vigil, we
will sing the entire Pascha nostrum (“Alleluia, Christ our
Passover is sacrificed for us”) in Anglican chant. The text is
drawn from Paul’s letters to the Corinthians and Romans. At
Communion, we will sing “Camino, pueblo de Dios” (“Walk
on, o people of God”) by 20th century Spanish composer
Cesário Gabaráin, and “At break of day three women came to
find where Christ was laid,” a text by Janet Wootton set to a
familiar hymn tune by Ralph Vaughan Williams. Our closing
hymn will be “The day of resurrection!”
Like Christmas, Easter Sunday has its collection of especially
beloved hymns. On Easter Day, we will hear special music by
the US Navy Brass Quintet and welcome our own band,
“Fearless Love”. Our hymns include the traditional favorites
“Hail thee, Festival Day,”
“Welcome happy morning,” and “Jesus Christ is risen today,”
as well as the popular “Alleluia, alleluia, give thanks to the
risen Lord,” and “This is the day that the Lord has made.” The
Offertory Anthem will be “Easter Anthem” by the 18th
century composer William Billings, who is sometimes called
the “Father” of American choral music.
Please join us as you are able to experience Holy Week with
music from many eras, cultures, and traditions.

BY CAPITAL CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE CO-CHAIRS, CATHERINE CAMPBELL & JULIAN BETTS

o date we are well over halfway to our $2 million goal, and by
now you will probably have seen the conceptual drawings
and heard our latest achievements. None of this would have been
possible without the input and support of so many people in the
parish and the surrounding community, so thank you!
Your gift is going to help us accomplish the following:
Better support the needs of parish programs
Improve the campus flow with an Outdoor Hub that is open and
inviting with stronger indoor/outdoor connections
Create stronger connections to the neighborhood
Invite more participation and collaboration within the
surrounding community
Understand the needs of our community and serve more people
through expanded outreach ministries
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Replace lost meeting areas, including the youth room,
with nimble spaces to meet the diverse needs of our
ministries
Provide private/quiet spaces for pastoral care
Accommodate young families by consolidating preschool
classrooms and buffering the playground
Renovate the parish hall to better meet the needs of
those who use the space, including updating the kitchen
for better efficiency
Although the shape and size of the additions we erect and the
scope of our refurbishments might vary, we are grateful to be
able to live into the calling we believe we hear from God to
expand our ability to “reveal God’s love by nourishing the
community through acceptance, worship, and service.”
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Senior Warden: Congregation &Clergy Renewal Program

A

BY JIM MCLENNAN

s I am sure most of you know Mother Brenda will be
leaving on sabbatical at the end of April. I also

suspect you all agree the tradition of giving our clergy a
10-12-week sabbatical every 4-5 years is a wise plan. Our rector
is not only running the day in and day out activities of a small
organization, she is our spiritual leader. As such she, like any
other clergy, is susceptible to burn-out without a designated
period of being completely detached from her church duties.

At our February vestry retreat, we dove down a little deeper,
charging the Executive committee (wardens and treasurer) and
the vestry with various increased responsibilities during Mother
Brenda’s absence. For example:

As Senior Warden I will be overseeing policy decisions
and any personnel issues that might arise.
Junior Warden Harry Heyligers will continue to oversee
the maintenance of our buildings and grounds.
Treasurer Hope Mitchem will oversee financial
operations, consulting with the Parish Administrator and
our controller, as well as the finance and executive
committees on financial decisions that need to be made.
Other vestry members will solidify their liaison roles
with each ministry area to ensure oversight and support.

Of course, that leaves all of us wondering, “And just how will
everything get done while Mother Brenda is gone?”

First and foremost, we are fortunate to have many
very dedicated and talented lay leaders who have, are,
and will continue to keep their ministry areas running
smoothly no matter the surrounding circumstances.
Secondly, you’ll be glad to know the planning for
Brenda’s sabbatical began over a year ago. In applying
for the grant funding, her renewal time also required
descriptions of the congregation’s renewal activities.

I also suspect that we will discover tasks Brenda has been doing
that could easily be continued by vestry liaisons, freeing her up
in the future for other higher priority projects.

An easy answer would be, “Richard will just pick-up the slack,”
but as the Associate Rector for Christian Formation and
Community Development, he already has a full-time job. At the
same time, however, this period will give him the ability to
stretch some of his leadership muscles in new ways, especially in
terms of liturgy and worship.

During Brenda’s absence, we will be continuing to proceed with
making plans for wrapping up the capital campaign and moving
forward on the building project. Because we anticipate the city
permitting process to be the biggest driver of time in that
process, I’m sure Brenda will be back with us well in advance of
our completing permitting.

Luckily, the Episcopal Church cannons define things for us:

Most importantly, our very capable office team will keep
everything running smoothly, as they always do, so most of you
won’t even notice the difference. Personally, I am thrilled for
this period of renewal that we are able to enter into as a
congregation. I look forward to the exciting ideas and learnings
Brenda will surely bring back in her rejuvenated state to further
energize us as a parish!

The vestry is responsible for “all things temporal”,
which essentially entails overseeing policies,
maintaining fiduciary responsibility, and joining the
rector in setting and implementing vision.
The rector maintains “all things spiritual”, plus
overseeing personnel and facilities management. The
spiritual portion includes formation, worship and
liturgy, and pastoral care.
As you might expect, Richard will temporarily assume oversight
of pastoral care, along with worship and liturgy, as well as
facilitating the weekly office team meeting.

Please join me in wishing her well and include her in your
prayers for safe travel, exciting learning opportunities and at the
same time, an opportunity for some fun as she grows during this
time of renewal.

Clergy & Congregational Renewal Program Time-line
BY RENEWAL PROGRAMMING PLANNING COMMITTEE

Clergy & Congregational Renewal Program Timeline We’re excited to announce what the renewal
program will look like here at St. Andrew’s. We
begin by sending Mother Brenda off with a
blessing on April 28th, and will welcome her back
on July 21st with a celebratory reception. Here are
the highlights of the schedule in between times:

Clergy Activities
Pilgrimage in the Footsteps of St.
Clare & St. Francis, Assisi, Italy
Visiting sights related to other
saints in Italy
Memoir writing retreat in France
Family & friend visits in Seattle /
Montana
Facilitating writing workshop with
women of Alabaster Jar Project

Congregation Activities
Movie nights: Brother Sun,
Sister Moon, Under the Tuscan
Sun, and Millions
Exploring the lives of those
saints
Writing Your Story with Ray
McGinnis
Other fellowship activities

I look forward to the exciting ideas...Brenda will surely bring back in her
rejuvenated state to further energize us as a parish!
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On Renewal and Mental Illness

R

BY ERIN O'BRIEN

ecently, I watched thousands of painted lady butterflies fluttering by on
their migration north. Seemingly endless clouds of them, soaring and
and diving about six feet off the ground—as happy as I was to have a sunny day
after so much rain. This mass of them gave me a sense that spring arrives
instantly and in an explosion of beauty.

Painted Lady Butterfly

Despite the many butterflies around my yard, it’s not the result of a romantic
eruption of spring. The actual process leading to this spectacle is a series of
mundane stages of work. The butterflies only live a few weeks emerging from
their chrysalis, finding mates, laying eggs, then dying all in the space of about two
weeks. The eggs hatch, become hungry, hungry caterpillars, disappear into their
own chrysalis, and a week later the cycle begins again. And hanging in their
chrysalis for a week isn’t a great vacation. They literally liquify then reform as
butterflies. It takes a couple of generations to get them all the way to the pacific
northwest.

I’m thinking about this now because in spring it’s easy for me to imagine one great blast of renewal will energize me. Or maybe a week
away in my chrysalis will reanimate me. But that is not my past experience, and I don’t expect that to change anytime soon. You see, I
have been traveling with medical grade depression for almost 25 years. It’s an insidious, debilitating disease that consumes joy and
works to isolate you from the very people and practices that could help you the most. The stigma surrounding mental health conditions
is pervasive and feeds fundamental misunderstandings about them thus increasing isolation and hopelessness. The question “why are
you depressed you have a great life?” is one I hear more often than I would like, even now. But I have learned some things in the years
I've spent walking with this condition. Most importantly, I discovered I must plan for day to day renewal to manage it.
But before I was able to do that, I had to start to listen. Frankly, it's less the listening that is a problem, and more the hearing. I
remember my son was about 10 when he sidled close to me as I was kneeling in my pew. He whispered, “What are you doing?”
“Listening,” I replied. “We spend the first part of the service talking to God and this part listening to Him.” Frankly, I was proud I could
come up with such a good answer on the fly. But, of course, you know what comes after pride. He continued, “How do you know what
God is saying to you?” I didn’t have an answer for that one.
A minor crisis propelled me to the doctor and my diagnosis. Looking back, I see there were signs, if I had just been hearing, that could
have led me to treatment sooner. But, apparently, subtly doesn’t work on me. I was too busy anyway. Working full-time, taking classes
part-time, and being newly married helped hide some of the warning signs. So, God gave me a bit of a push. Was it a scarier push than it
needed to be? Probably. But when you're frustrated with a child who refuses to heed your advice, sometimes drama is required. This
pretty much encapsulates my working relationship with God in my twenties. Funny enough, though, this was also when I started to
listen more intentionally.
After the doctor, I began medication that worked, felt I was lucky, and decided it was the end of it. See, I’m a slow learner in the
listening/hearing department. Eventually, I learned it wasn’t the end but, instead, one small step on a continuous journey. A mental
health disease, like other chronic illnesses, requires daily care and vigilance to keep at bay. And medication isn’t the end of it. It was
through a series of missteps and more mini-crises that I learned to listen better, not just spiritually, but physically as well. Because,
beyond medication and therapy, creating a life that supports your mental health is essential. And figuring out what that life looks like
takes a lot of listening and hearing—to doctors and other health professionals, to research, to my body, to my mind.
But our world is crazy. I spend too much time running around, too much time worrying about things I can’t control, and too much time
adding projects to my life that keep me from having time to examine it.
I needed to slow down. And when I created space for quiet, I discovered a set of everyday things that help me manage. And these are just
daily habits—eating, sleeping, exercising—that lead to renewal over and over again. And there were other ones I found more specific to
me like writing more, managing boundaries, and letting go.
It’s funny, or maybe scary—my journey to manage my disease perfectly mirrored my quest to discover how to listen to God. The steps
have all been the same, only the timeline has varied. And it all leads to watching these thousands of tangible, fluttering reminders that
steady, quiet work brings beauty. And, I remind myself renewal isn’t a destination—just one step followed by another.

I spend too much time running around, too much time worrying about things I can’t control...
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Retreat & Renewal: The St. Andrew's Annual Women's Retreat
Barbara Chung, a regular attendee at the annual St. Andrew’s Women’s Retreat, once mused, “Instead of pampering just my body
(although the delicious food and fresh air certainly do that!), I am able to feed my soul, stepping away from my responsibilities at
home and connecting on a deeper level with God and my sisters in Christ. The Women’s Retreat is pretty much the only opportunity I
get to slow down and step into Kairos time.”
Jane Ashley gushed about last year’s retreat, held annually at the scenic Viña de Lestonnac Retreat Center in Temecula. “It is a very
tranquil and spiritual place,” she begins. “The retreat was so moving and peaceful—praying and singing hymns with the women from
our church.” Ashley was especially inspired by the depth of reflection the retreat affords those who attend: “If we love one another,
God lives in us. That theme was evident throughout the retreat, I got to know and love the wonderful women of St. Andrew's.”
The retreat, led for over two decades by The Reverend Amanda May, typically includes worship services, bonding activities, time for
art, nature, and play, and lots of delicious food and beverages.The theme of this year's Women's Retreat, scheduled for the last
weekend in April, is The Pilgrim's Way: Travelling the sacred road together.
Debbie Hickson, who has planned the retreat since its birth, explains, “As we return to Viña de Lestonnac Retreat Center each year, it
is in many ways a true Pilgrimage. We again seek a place where we find God in creation, fellowship, liturgy and within our hearts.”
If you are interested in learning more about the St. Andrew’s Women’s Retreats, please contact Debbie Hickson at
deborahhickson@gmail.com.

Bob & Pat Moran

continued from page 3
really anything I did,” while describing just a couple of memorable
instances in her work with SHF. One Advent, she turned down the
lights in the classroom and read the book The Best Christmas
Pageant Ever; by the end, there wasn’t a dry eye in the house.
Another time, she spread out popular magazines and scissors and
asked the class to cut out examples of living and not living the
Beatitudes.

Bob and Pat often attend meetings of SHF associates, and each has
a prayer buddy, who’s also an associate of the order. Pat says
“Praying for one another is powerful.” Each year, our St. Andrew’s
family witnesses Pat and Bob’s renewal of their vows to carry the
SHF covenant forward and live out the order’s charism, a gift freely
and graciously given, to the best of their ability. Their involvement
in the St. Andrew’s Food Pantry ministry helps fulfill their
promise. To Pat, her work with the SHF means “knowing that
you’re serving folks who fall through the cracks” of our social
structure and being aware of “where you can be of help.” Bob looks
at their public commitment as “a reminder that I promise to do
these things and to be in solidarity with the poor.” Pat and Bob’s
tender demeanor, sheltering kindness, and unwavering
commitment to the SHF answer the “call to go down deep … to
find there the God who urges us to come out of ourselves to do the
work of God” (Joan Chichester).
Renewal comes in many forms. Pat and Bob show that serving
others sustains our souls; as our perspectives broaden, we ally
ourselves with others to reimagine God’s kingdom. I look forward
to our annual Women’s Retreat as a time of contemplation and
community, sacred hours set aside to luxuriate in the richness of
Love Incarnate. Whether we engage the world or slip away for a
time from its ceaseless distractions, we know the Divine waits for
us in every moment and between every breath, whispering a
covenant of hope and homecoming.
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Matthew Bosse & Joe Mosca

continued from page 5
Sundae events, and our endless games of Clue and Sorry.
There will be time to clean our house and keep it clean in the
future. But for now, at our 15-year anniversary renewal, we
embrace our imperfect house and celebrate the joyful messes
and the joyful noise that has replaced the serenity and calm.

Most important, we were different Christians back in 2004.
Our faith 15 years ago was more a matter of practice and
ritual, rather than putting Christ’s teaching into action. As
our family grew and our faith evolved, we luckily found St.
Andrew’s, which matched perfectly our evolution of a
married couple into an imperfect but practicing Christian
family. With St. Andrew’s mission to serve our community,
we are given opportunities to fill our time with feeding the
homeless on a Saturday, sleeping overnight in the hall for the
Interfaith Shelter, and our sons acolyting on Sundays. While
we take care of our bodies, our souls are nourished at St.
Andrew’s.
And through it all, the love Joe and I have for each other has
held us together. Through the disagreements, the challenges
of parenting, the shifts in careers, the relocation overseas,
and all the other things that can apply pressure to a marriage,
there has been love and it has remained true and has
remained strong.
So, at 15 years, in front of our family and friends, we are
renewing our vows of unconditional love and support to each
other; we are renewing our vow to our kids to help guide
them into becoming the best versions of themselves they can
be; and, we are renewing our vow to Christ and His Church to
strive every day to live in his example of service and love.
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Coming Up at St. Andrew's
The lovely thing about a church is that it provides ample opportunities for retreat and renewal. You needn't pack a bag or
even book ahead for most events coming up! Just join your St. Andrew's family and experience how spirituality in
community breathes fresh air into your daily life and relationships.
We offer several convenient ways for you to learn more about these events and everything happening at St. Andrew's:
Check our website regularly: standrewsepiscopal.org
Follow us on Instagram: @standrewsencinitas
Follow us on Facebook: St. Andrew's Episcopal Church, Encinitas
Subscribe to our e-blast: Click on the link at the bottom of the first page of our website
Read the announcements in the bulletin weekly
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Anne Heyligers

Realtor®

BRE Lic. # 01096205

Please don't keep me a secret.
Your referrals are so appreciated.

Sea Coast Exclusive Properties
Cell 760-214-7550

Aheyligers@aol.com • www.aheyligers.com

$1000 will be donated to
St. Andrew's for each closing

BERT'S PLUMBING Marco A. Laguna

Service & Repairs
858 Second St.
Encinitas, CA 92024
760-436-2511
Lic. #715883

Bert, Doug & Karen Long

Gardener

Residential & Commercial

Free Estimates
Very Detailed Work
Sprinklers & Trees

(858) 922-4803

HANNA
PLUMBING

Sales, Service & Repair

$10.00 Discount on
Service Calls

643 S. Santa Fe • Vista

(760) 726-2002

Latte Lu Pet Nanny
Lattelu3@yahoo.com

760.518.2750

(858) 259-9300
(800) 660-1316
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God loves you. No exceptions.

Upcoming Events

Our Mission:
Please visit our website for information on pastoral care, baptisms, weddings, funerals, and to
submit a prayer request: standrewsepiscopal.org.
To Reveal God's Love by Nourishing the Community
Our
Through Acceptance, Worship, and Service
Mission:

